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This book examines recent debates on the political dynamics of cosmopolitanism, particularly in its connection with European civil
society and the public sphere. The aim of the volume is to trace to what extent cosmopolitanism corresponds to second modernity,
with the latter concept referring to the potential for consensus, the creation of multiple political alternatives and the recognition of
otherness. The book accordingly explores questions about democratic legitimacy and the formation of social and political
institutions and presents empirical research on phenomena such as global violence. The volume is intended to constitute a
cosmopolitan project in itself, comprising contributions from scholars with very diverse approaches. Together, these contributions
provide a stimulating analysis of what cosmopolitanism can offer to socially and politically diverse twenty-first-century societies.
In alternating voices, sixteen-year-old Chicagoan Anne and handsome, magical Ethan tell of their fated quest to rescue Russian
Grand Duchess Anastasia, who tells of her long captivity in the hut of legendary witch Baba Yaga.
Anne Michaelson is trying to forget everything that happened last year. But it's hard to do when her heart aches for Ethan and
there's a wild-haired woman stalking her... Ethan Kosinsky is embracing his newfound mortality. But something is drawing him
back to the girl he left behind—back to Anne and back to the magic... A mysterious stranger is hunting Anne wherever she goes. No
one sees her but Anne. When she searches for the woman's identity, Anne exposes secrets about her own life— things that will
change her life forever. And when the gorgeous Ethan returns, her life gets a lot more complicated. Anne thought her journey with
the Romanov family had ended, but it was just the beginning... Praise for Dreaming Anastasia: "A ride of paranormal fantasy,
contemporary and historical fiction, with a little bit of romance. It's the perfect blend."—Examiner.com "Dreaming Anastasia is a
story of love and loss on many different levels. It was a wild, fun, and sweetly romantic ride."—Galleysmith.com "An intriguing tale
of magic, tragedy, love, and betrayal...Be prepared to fall into this story...Lovers of fantasy and romance will not be
disappointed..."—YABooksCentral.com

This book presents contributions from scientists who are directly involved in the potential of marine enzymes as useful
tools in biocatalysis; the results of enzymatic bioprospecting in gross marine environments are acknowledged, including
two review articles on general enzymatic processes and microalgal enzymes. In addition, studies on structural
characterizations, biological functions and aspects related to the complexity of marine enzyme-based bioprocesses are
discussed. Prominent conclusions by many scientists in the field of marine biotechnology emphasize that, due to marine
biological diversity and the specificity of biological marine metabolisms, the study of biocatalysts on a global scale from
this environment is just starting, and possesses huge potential for the development of applications with industrial
benefits.
In The Representation of External Threats, Eberhard Crailsheim and María Dolores Elizalde present a collection of
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articles that trace the phenomenon of external threats over three continents and four oceans, offering new perspectives
on their development, social construction, and representation.
A descriptive account based on the field of crop irrigation management, with emphasis on water and soil, has been
provided in this up-to-date book. It provides in-depth elucidation regarding the following topics: Reuse Water Quality, Soil
and Pollution; Managing Irrigation of Crops; and Examples of Irrigation Systems. All this information has been contributed
by reputed authors in their respective fields of expertise. The book should appeal to individuals interested in the safe
reuse of water for irrigation purposes in terms of quality of urban drainage basins and effluent quality, as well as those
engaged in research work regarding the complications of soils related to health and pollution, infiltration and impacts of
irrigation, and managing irrigation systems comprising of subsurface technique of irrigation as well as basin type
irrigation. The several examples are indeed a reflection of real world irrigation practices of interest to practitioners,
especially when the places of the projects demonstrated herein are spread over a wide range of climatic environments.
Enablers for Smart CitiesJohn Wiley & Sons
This volume presents research from an international, interdisciplinary, and intersectoral research project in which 15
doctoral researchers explored a range of issues related to the life-course experiences of children born of war in 20thcentury conflicts. Children Born of War (CBOW), children fathered by foreign soldiers and born to local mothers during
and after armed conflicts, have long been neglected in the research of the social consequences of war. Based on
research projects completed under the auspices of the Horizon2020-funded international and interdisciplinary research
and training network CHIBOW (www.chibow.org), this book examines the psychological and social impact of war on
these children. It focusses on three separate but interrelated themes: firstly, it explores methodological and ethical issues
related to research with war-affected populations in general and children born of war in particular. Secondly, it presents
innovative historical research focussing specifically on geopolitical areas that have hitherto been unexplored; and thirdly,
it addresses, from a psychological and psychiatric perspective, the challenges faced by children born of war in postconflict communities, including stigmatisation, discrimination, within the significant context of identity formation when
faced with contested memories of volatile post-war experiences. The book offers an insight into the social consequences
of war for those children associated with the ‘enemy’ by virtue of their direct biological link.
During the last few years, software evolution research has explored new domains such as the study of socio-technical
aspects and collaboration between different individuals contributing to a software system, the use of search-based
techniques and meta-heuristics, the mining of unstructured software repositories, the evolution of software requirements,
and the dynamic adaptation of software systems at runtime. Also more and more attention is being paid to the evolution
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of collections of inter-related and inter-dependent software projects, be it in the form of web systems, software product
families, software ecosystems or systems of systems. With this book, the editors present insightful contributions on these
and other domains currently being intensively explored, written by renowned researchers in the respective fields of
software evolution. Each chapter presents the state of the art in a particular topic, as well as the current research,
available tool support and remaining challenges. The book is complemented by a glossary of important terms used in the
community, a reference list of nearly 1,000 papers and books and tips on additional resources that may be useful to the
reader (reference books, journals, standards and major scientific events in the domain of software evolution and
datasets). This book is intended for all those interested in software engineering, and more particularly, software
maintenance and evolution. Researchers and software practitioners alike will find in the contributed chapters an overview
of the most recent findings, covering a broad spectrum of software evolution topics. In addition, it can also serve as the
basis of graduate or postgraduate courses on e.g., software evolution, requirements engineering, model-driven software
development or social informatics.
Smart cities are a new vision for urban development. They integrate information and communication technology infrastructures – in the
domains of artificial intelligence, distributed and cloud computing, and sensor networks – into a city, to facilitate quality of life for its citizens
and sustainable growth. This book explores various concepts for the development of these new technologies (including agent-oriented
programming, broadband infrastructures, wireless sensor networks, Internet-based networked applications, open data and open platforms),
and how they can provide smart services and enablers in a range of public domains. The most significant research, both established and
emerging, is brought together to enable academics and practitioners to investigate the possibilities of smart cities, and to generate the
knowledge and solutions required to develop and maintain them.
The founder of the Belli skincare line for new moms identifies common skin-care ingredients that can be harmful to unborn babies, counseling
pregnant women on how to avoid risky products and achieve desired results through safe, detoxifying regimens. Original.
As new, artificial dyes were created in the second half of the nineteenth century, a longing for faded, ancient hues emerged in artistic circles.
This collection focuses on the complex reception of the colours of the past in the works of major Victorian writers and artists, exploring the
multiple facets of their chromatic nostalgia.

Educational inequalities have strongly impacted disadvantaged and underservedpopulations such us indigenous, Roma,
migrant children, students with disabilities,and those affected by poverty. A wide array of research has contributed
toexplaining the mechanisms and effects of inequalities in the achievement patterns,dropout rates, disengagement in the
school experiences of children and youthtraditionally excluded. Research also suggests the negative consequences for
childdevelopment – including cognitive, language, and social–emotional functioning – ofpoverty and lack of quality
education in the early years. Consequently, the currentunequal access to optimal learning environments for every single
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child to succeedin education and to have a better life perpetuates the exclusion and neglects theright to education for
those minorities. This Research Topic aims at moving beyondcauses and shed light upon effective solutions by providing
successful pathways forintegration and inclusion of the learners most heavily affected. Scholars worldwide are looking for
successful actions with children, youth, andcommunities of learners historically underserved to overcome educational
andsocial exclusion. These transformative approaches go beyond the deficit thinkingand are grounded in theories,
empirical evidence, and multidisciplinary interventionsoriented towards achieving social impact, which refers to the extent
to which thoseactions have contributed to improve a societal challenge. The international networkof “Schools as
Learning Communities” is advancing knowledge on deepening andexpanding the impact of what has been defined as
Successful Educational Actions(SEAs); that is, those interventions that improve students’ achievement and
socialcohesion and inclusion in many diverse contexts, regardless the socioeconomic,national, and cultural environment
of schools. Drawing on the evidence generated by this network of researchers to address the globalchallenge of
inequality by studying educational actions oriented towards achievingsocial impact and potentially transferrable to other
contexts, this Research Topic aimsat deepening on this approach. In short, our purpose is that the contributions
includedin this Research Topic contribute to reduce educational and social inequalities andespecially benefit those
populations most in need.
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